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In several IBVS ontributions, my students, olleagues, and I investigated the Hippar-os photometry (ESA 1997) of stars in the Bright Star Catalogue 5th edition (Ho�eit& Warren 1991) and the Supplement of the 4th edition (Ho�eit et al. 1983). We foundthe mean amplitude as a funtion of spetral type. We identi�ed the most variable starsand noted some whih should be onsidered by observers for further study. We disussedthe presene of unusually quiesent stars and when spae permitted gave lists. By ex-luding the values from stars whose spurious variability is due to binarity as noted bythe Celestia program (ESA 1998), we attempted to give values for single stars. Then byremoving values due to stars whose photometri amplitudes based on three years of datawere atypially large ompared to the mean for the spetral type, we attempted to pro-vide average values for most typial stars. But due to the way they were seleted, theseaverage values are thus likely to be smaller than one would �nd for a randomly seletedstar of a partiular spetral type, espeially in the instability strip or for types where alarge perentage were primary stars of binary systems.Figure 1 plots luminosity lass vs. Harvard spetral type. It displays mean amplitudesmultiplied by 1000, ombines the Ia and Ib supergiants, and does not show intermediatetype values. To help visualize the least variable stars, I used larger font sizes for smalleramplitudes and for those amplitudes less than 0:m023 I used bold fae to aid visualization.The data are from: Adelman & Albayrak (1997) for A0{A7 I supergiants, Adelman, Cay,Cay, & Koer (2000) for the F supergiants and the A II stars, Adelman, Y�ue, & Engin(2000) for O and B supergiants, Adelman, Mayer, & Rosidivito (2000) for O9{B5 III{Vstars, Adelman, Gentry, & Sudiana (2000) for B6{B9 III{V stars, Adelman, Flores, &Patel (2000) for A0{A2 III{V stars, Adelman (2000) for A3{F0 III{V stars, Adelman,Coursey, & Harris (2000) for F1{F9 III{V stars, Adelman, Davis, & Lee (2000) for G0{G9 stars, Adelman (2000a) for early K stars, and Adelman (2000b) for K5{M stars.As Hipparos only obtained stellar photometry for three years, stars with muh longerperiods are unlikely to have been found to be variable unless their amplitudes are verylarge. Further the means ertainly inlude some small amplitude variables whih remainto be disovered. The average values are based on at least three, but in some ases over100 values. Almost all of these stars are members of Population I.The smallest amplitudes (0:m015 to 0:m022) are between spetral types A0 and K0. Themost pronouned region of least variability is found among the A stars. It is enteredat spetral types A0 IV and A0 V, runs to A4 III and A4 IV and then to A6 IV. The
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lassial instability strip ours in the late A and early F stars. Then there is anotherless pronouned region of least variability whih is entered at F2 III and proeeds to F6IV and F6 V, then to F9IV and to K0 II. It inludes the G6 II stars whih have thesmallest mean amplitude of 0:m015. Many stars with onvetive envelopes are likely to belong term variables with solar-type dynamos and periods greater than 3 years. In the lateB stars, there is a region of not quite minimal variability from B7 III to B9 IV. Near B2and B3 among the main sequene band stars one an see an inrease in amplitude wherethe � Cep and similar types stars are found.

Figure 1. The amplitude of variability as a funtion of Harvard spetral type and luminosity lass.The values are 1000 times the amplitudes in magnitudes
Eyer & Grenon (1997) investigated photometri variability in the HR diagram amongall the stars investigated by Hipparos. For the most part our general onlusions aboutminimal variability are similar, but some di�erenes are due to the use of di�erent souresfor the spetral types. Those stars with omposite spetra ompliate the analysis. Themost important di�erene is that they believe that the G8 II to G8 V stars are the moststable, but I prefer instead the A stars noted above. This may reet my experiene instudying the magneti CP stars and being able to more readably exlude them from thesample.These studies despite their problems still provide useful guidane for seleting appro-priate omparison stars for di�erential photometry. But it is still desirable to investigatethe published data, espeially the photometry and radial veloities, before using a star asa omparison and even more so as a standard.To extend suh studies, it would be desirable to have a greater onsisteny of thespetral types. The Mihigan Catalogue of Two-Dimensional Spetral Types for the HDStars (see, e.g., Houk & Swift 1999) when ompleted will admirably serve this purpose.Further a onsistent method of eliminating signi�ant photometri ontributions fromstellar ompanions is needed suh as the use of multi-�lter photometry (see Moro &Munari 2000 for a ensus of systems) of whih the Str�omvil system (Straizys, Crawford &Philip 1996) is one of many possible hoies and/or spetrophotometry. Finally one has to
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extend the time span of the observations to at least order 10 years whih is diÆult usinga spae mission alone, but might be possible with a network of ground-based telesopesobtaining photometry onsistent with that from one or more spae missions.Aknowledgements. SJA wishes to thank the Citadel Development Foundation for theirsupport.
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